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Align smart search addon for 6.0 and LTS
2015

Smart search addon has several issues before being released for 6.0:

0

30/10/14

19/01/16

Use Environment.getTemp() and
nuxeo.tmp.dir

Environment.getDefault().getTemp()should be used instead
of System.getProperty("java.io.tmpdir")
In the mean time, nuxeo.tmp.dirshould be used instead of
java.io.tmpdir
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28/12/15

19/01/16

Unable to create new user with Multi Tenant
addon

Creating a new user and setting its password never create actually the
user but only invite him.
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26/11/15

16/12/15

Rework liveconnect code

Rework liveconnect code in order to have more common code among
modules.
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23/12/15

15/01/16

Allow to use HTML content in tipsy tooltip

Tipsy has a boolean parameter to allow to use html content inside
tooltip.
We should allow to use it.
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19/10/15

11/01/16

The JSF tags available to reference a widget could be more explicit
(instead of referencing #{layout.widgetMap['widgetname']}
maybe reference all widgets in the context directly, by name (if
adding more to the variables is not heavy on perfs)
the widget id generation should be reviewed to allow referencing a
widget directly, outside of the nxl:layoutRowWidget iteration tag
maybe generate all local widgets, not only those referenced by rows
add runtime tag libraries, allowing to reference a widget definition or
widget type by tag name, instead of using nxl:widget and
nxl:widgetType tags
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27/07/15

22/01/16

The key used to specify a prefix in S3 conflicts with the bucket key in
freemarker.
In the S3 package, the bucket to use is specified by
nuxeo.s3storage.bucket.
Optionally, a prefix to use for the files in the bucket can be specified by
nuxeo.s3storage.bucket.prefix
If the prefix is used, there is the following error on startup:

0

09/12/15

13/01/16

0

29/06/15

30/12/15

Add helpers to scaffold a JSF layout

Fix S3 bucket property name

some templates still need to be migrated to JSF2
related content view should be shown in the new "search tab"
selected columns and sort management need to be aligned to the
new search tab (smart search view was very close to the old
advanced search view)
save of smart query into a smart folder should be using the generic
"save search" feature

FreeMarker variables: ignored 'nuxeo.s3storage.bucket'
conflicting with 'nuxeo.s3storage.bucket.[prefix]'

The nuxeo.s3storage.bucket.prefixwill be replaced by
nuxeo.s3storage.bucket_prefix
Allow separate repository DDL generation

Nuxeo can now start with a new nuxeo.vcs.ddlmodeparameter that
specifies how the DDL for repository initialization should be executed at
startup. Depending on the chosen mode, the DDL to be executed may
not be executed at all and instead dumped to the file log/ddl-vcsdefault.sql. The possible values for nuxeo.vcs.ddlmodeare:
ignore: no DDL detected or executed; replaces
nuxeo.vcs.noddl=true
compat: compatibility mode with previous version, always executes
DDL that recreates stored procedures (and does not attempt to detect
existing ones); replaces nuxeo.vcs.noddl=false
execute: executes the DDL and starts Nuxeo normally.
dump: dump the DDL (if any) to the file but still executes it and starts
Nuxeo normally.
dump,ignore: dump the DDL (if any) to the file but does not execute
it and starts Nuxeo normally (will likely result in errors).
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dump,abort: dumps the DDL (if any) to the file, and if not empty
aborts startup.
For Nuxeo 6.0 and Nuxeo 7.10 the default is
nuxeo.vcs.ddlmode=compat. For Nuxeo 8.1 the default will be
nuxeo.vcs.ddlmode=execute.
Note that all this applies to the DDL for the document repository, but not
DDL used by other users of SQL in the platform (directories, quartz,
JPA persistence).
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